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Dear all,

At the occasion of GDC 2022, more than twenty Ubisoft team members will give presentations on a 
wide variety of industry topics, from the role of gaming to help fight climate change to cutting-edge 
audio innovation and world simulation in our most recent games. I greatly encourage you to attend 
their talks to learn more about Ubisoft’s unique approach to game and technology development.

Our presence this year is another testament to our forward-looking culture and ability 
to constantly innovate. Our in-house creative and technological capabilities, including 
our powerful home engines and tools, are a key asset for our developers to create 
games with a unique identity. I’ve recently joined Ubisoft to lead our new Production 
Technology department whose core mission is to develop those top-notch technologies 
with our game creators and bring differentiating experiences to players.
The need for technological differentiation has never been so strong and we must always 
embrace tech innovation to stimulate the creativity of our teams. We just unveiled Ubisoft Scalar, 
a unique, new foundational technology that leverages the power of cloud computing to remove 
hardware limitations and enable unprecedented freedom and scale for game creators. 

To give you a glimpse of how our innovative spirit translates into our games, this 
digital leaflet includes some deep-dive tech articles on one of our latest releases: 
Far Cry 6©. Read on to find out more about our GDC program, our speakers’ agenda, 
and how we are taking gameplay and game development to the next level!

GUILLEMETTE PICARD
VP Production Technology, Ubisoft
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SCHEDULE OF UBISOFT TALKS

ARNAUD FAYOLLE / UBISOFT INTERNATIONAL 
Use Your Game Developer Super Powers to Fight the Climate Crisis Workshop

ADRIEN LOGUT & COLIN GAUDREAU / UBISOFT MONTRÉAL & UBISOFT WINNIPEG
Machine Learning Summit: It’s Complicated: Getting ML inside a AAA Engine

COLIN WEICK & EMILY ZHOU / UBISOFT TORONTO & UBISOFT MONTRÉAL
Simulating Tropical Weather in ‘Far Cry 6’ 

EDUARDO VAISMAN / UBISOFT TORONTO
The Soundscapes of Yara: Audio Innovation and Representation in ‘Far Cry 6’

BROOKE DAVIES & VENESSA NYARKO / UBISOFT SINGAPORE
Mission Giver: Impossible: How 10 Separate Disciplines Collaborated to Redefine Mission Giving in ‘Far Cry 6’

LIONEL SELLAM / UBISOFT MONTRÉAL
Scaling Ubisoft Rainbow Six Extraction To Millions Of Players With Gamelift (Presented By Amazon Web Services)

RICHARD DANSKY / RED STORM, A UBISOFT STUDIO
Game Narrative Roundtable Day 3: Theoretical

RICH WELSH / UBISOFT TORONTO
A Good Guerilla Is a Hidden Guerilla: Improving Stealth in ‘Far Cry 6’

DAVID LIGHTBOWN / UBISOFT MONTRÉAL
Tools Design Roundtables Day 2: Production

FREDERIC SACLIER / UBISOFT ANNECY
Rider’s Republic - Creating The World of Rider’s republic, a declarative approach

RICHARD DANSKY / RED STORM, A UBISOFT STUDIO
Game Narrative Roundtable Day 2: Technical

LYDIA ANDREW / UBISOFT QUÉBEC
Audio Directors Roundtable Day 2: Audio During A Pandemic, Wfh, Hybrid Models And The Future Of Game Audio Work

NAVID KHAVARI / UBISOFT TORONTO
Voices in the Machine: Making Space for Yourself in AAA

NICOLAS HUNSINGER / UBISOFT INTERNATIONAL 
Leveling up for Climate: 3 Ways Gaming Companies Can Take Action for the Planet

LYDIA ANDREW / UBISOFT QUÉBEC
Audio Directors Roundtable Day 1: Audio Department Best Practices

VICKY LAGARRE / UBISOFT PRODUCTION HQ
The Key Role of Internal Production Communities of Practice at Ubisoft

RICHARD DANSKY / RED STORM, A UBISOFT STUDIO
Game Narrative Roundtable Day 1: Professional

STEPHANIE BRENHAM / UBISOFT TORONTO
AMD-sponsored session at GDC about hybrid reflections in FC6

ANNE BLONDEL JOUIN / UBISOFT INTERNATIONAL 
Leaders Working at the Heart of the Team 2022

DAVID LIGHTBOWN / UBISOFT MONTRÉAL
Tools Design Rouldtable Day 1: Design

NATALI PANIC-CIDIC & MIHYUN KO / UBISOFT DÜSSELDORF
Tools Summit: Ubisoft Connect: Building User-Centered Frameworks for Internal Tools
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NAVID KHAVARI
NARRATIVE DIRECTOR
UBISOFT TORONTO

NICOLAS HUNSINGER 
DIRECTOR, CORPORATE 
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
UBISOFT INTERNATIONAL 

ANNE BLONDEL-JOUIN
VP OPEN INNOVATION ACCELERATOR 
UBISOFT INTERNATIONAL 

VICKY LAGARRE
PRODUCTION COMMUNITIES
& COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE DIRECTOR 
UBISOFT PRODUCTION HQ

Voices in the Machine: Making 
Space for Yourself in AAA 

“This talk is aimed at those working on the creative 
in game development, whether writing, design, 
audio and more, but hopefully there are insights that 
would be applicable to a wide range of disciplines. 
In particular, it’s focused on a methodology you 
can use to find and maintain your voice, especially 
within a large AAA production.  I believe you can’t 
separate your personal perspective from the 
creative, and this talk is about protecting your 
voice within that framework while also looking 
to elevate the voices of others around you.” 

Leveling up for Climate: 3 Ways Gaming 
Companies Can Take Action for the Planet

“You want to level up for Climate? Attend this panel 
discussion about how gaming companies can take 
action for the planet. The panel will showcase the work 
of the Playing for the Planet Alliance and actions that 
you could start with to make a difference on this agenda, 
like measuring your studio’s carbon footprint, coming 
up with an emissions reduction plan or tweaking games’ 
content to raise awareness and engage players for the 
environment. You’ll hear from Ubisoft and other leading 
studios that took part in the initiative about what they 
learnt, what they did and what difference it has made.” 

Tools Design Rouldtable

“If you’re interested in tools development, don’t miss 
the Tools Summit: It’s is a full-day of presentations 
about tools development featuring the biggest 
names in the games industry. And, if you want to 
discuss game tools design with other developers, be 
sure to check out the Tools Design Roundtables.” 

The Key Role of Internal Production 
Communities of Practice at Ubisoft

“Join me at GDC to understand better how 
Internal Peer Communities  Help Developers share 
Best Practices and Expertise within Ubisoft!” 

MAIN TRACK SPEAKERS

MEET OUR SPEAKERS

1/3
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BROOKE DAVIES & VENESSA NYARKO
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR - NARRATIVE / PRODUCER
UBISOFT SINGAPORE / THE COALITION STUDIO

COLIN WEICK & EMILY ZHOU 
3D PROGRAMMER / TECH ARTIST
UBISOFT TORONTO / UBISOFT MONTRÉAL

RICH WELSH
LEAD PROGRAMMER
UBISOFT TORONTO

FREDERIC SACLIER 
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR WORLD, ANIMATION
UBISOFT ANNECY

Mission Giver:
Impossible: How 10 Separate Disciplines 
Collaborated to Redefine Mission Giving
in ‘Far Cry 6’ 

“Interested in project management, leadership, team 
building, collaboration, and communication in and 
among teams? Us too! Hope to see you there.” 

Simulating Tropical Weather in ‘Far Cry 6’

“The intended audience is graphics programmers, 
technical artists or people interested in adding 
dynamic weather to their open world games. It 
will cover topics such as asset creation, rendering 
techniques and the systems created to orchestrate 
dynamic weather and weather transitions.” 

A Good Guerilla Is a Hidden Guerilla: 
Improving Stealth in ‘Far Cry 6’

“Anyone with an interest in developing stealth 
gameplay as part of their game can benefit 
from this presentation. Attendees will leave 
with an understanding of how the Far Cry 6 
development team approached the design and 
implementation of stealth mechanics for the 
game, how existing systems were improved, and 
insights into how to create a fun and engaging 
stealth experience for their own projects.” 

Rider’s Republic - Creating The World of 
Rider’s republic, a declarative approach

“This presentation will demonstrate the ways 
in which a declarative pipeline can improve 
efficiency, iterations times , and solve some 
challenge over traditional approaches.  We 
will showcase simple ideas that can be easily 
added to any procedural pipeline.” 

MAIN TRACK SPEAKERS

MEET OUR SPEAKERS

2/3
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EDUARDO VAISMAN
AUDIO DIRECTOR
UBISOFT TORONTO

LIONEL SELLAM
LIVE OPERATIONS MANAGER
UBISOFT MONTRÉAL

The Soundscapes of Yara: Audio Innovation 
and Representation in ‘Far Cry 6’ 

“My talk is for game audio professionals and 
for any game developer interested in the 
subject of cultural representation in games.
You should attend my talk to discover the 
audio tech and systems used to bring Yara to 
life in Far Cry 6 while keeping proper Latino 
representation at the center of the design.” 

Game Server deployment and optimization

“This talk is made for developers who 
think that because you work on a AAA 
game, you need a AAA team.
I want to demonstrate that not only you can achieve 
to launch a game on all platforms with a team of 3 
people, but you actually drive innovation from it.” 

MAIN TRACK SPEAKERS

MEET OUR SPEAKERS

3/3
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NATALI PANIC-CIDIC & MIHYUN KO
JUNIOR USER RESEARCH
UBISOFT DUSSELDORF

ADRIEN LOGUT & COLIN GAUDREAU
TEAM LEAD / AI PROGRAMMER
UBISOFT MONTRÉAL / UBISOFT WINNIPEG

ARNAUD FAYOLLE
ART DIRECTOR
UBISOFT INTERNATIONAL 

Tools Summit:
Ubisoft Connect: Building User-Centered 
Frameworks for Internal Tools 

“In this talk Mihyun and Natali will share their 
UXR framework, and two templates for user 
research and UX design so you can learn how 
to efficiently build a user-centric tool.” 

Machine Learning Summit:
It’s Complicated: Getting ML inside a AAA Engine

“Interested in getting ML inside your game? 
This talk is for you. Rather than a pitch on 
ML in games, we will present the nitty-gritty 
of what it takes to get ML in a game.” 

Use Your Game Developer Super Powers 
to Fight the Climate Crisis Workshop

“Any game-maker in any role who want their 
players to positively impact Climate Change
The workshop itself is one-day long and 
will empower attendees to craft a climate-
positive game pitch alongside experts.” 

SUMMIT SPEAKERS WORKSHOP SPEAKER

MEET OUR SPEAKERS
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RICHARD DANSKY
CENTRAL CLANCY WRITER
RED STORM, A UBISOFT STUDIO

LYDIA ANDREW
AUDIO DIRECTOR
UBISOFT QUÉBEC

DAVID LIGHTBOWN
UX DIRECTOR
UBISOFT MONTRÉAL

STEPHANIE BRENHAM
3D TEAM LEAD PROGRAMMER
UBISOFT TORONTO

Game Narrative Roundtable
Day 1: Professional - Game Narrative Roundtable
Day 2: Technical - Game Narrative 
Day 3: Theoretical 

“My roundtable is for everyone interested in game 
narrative, whether they be a writer or narrative 
designer or a member of another discipline 
interested in learning more about the process and 
best practices of narrative professionals. People 
should attend for the conversation and sharing 
of knowledge, and for the chance to participate 
in the community of game narrative experts.” 

Audio Directors Roundtable
Day 1: Audio Department best practices
Day 2: Audio during a pandemic, WFH, hybrid 
models and the future of game audio work

“This round table is focused on Audio directors 
and other sound professionals. It’s a chance to 
talk, to share ideas and challenges, to build a 
network in our community and to learn about the 
approach other directors and teams take.” 

Tools Design Rouldtable

“If you’re interested in tools development, don’t miss 
the Tools Summit: It’s is a full-day of presentations 
about tools development featuring the biggest 
names in the games industry. And, if you want to 
discuss game tools design with other developers, be 
sure to check out the Tools Design Roundtables.” 

AMD-sponsored session at GDC 
about hybrid reflections in FC6

“My talk is in collaboration with Ihor Szlachtycz 
from AMD. The talk is for programmers who are 
looking to improve their ray tracing implementation 
or write their first implementation. I will be sharing 
techniques we used in Far Cry 6 and how they 
evolved to solve problems we encountered in 
production. Ihor will give the inside view, from behind 
the drivers, of HW accelerated ray tracing and how 
to get the best performance out of the hardware.” 

ROUNDTABLE SPEAKERS SPONSORED SESSION SPEAKER

MEET OUR SPEAKERS
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For reflections we begin by generating rays that will be used for all our different 
types of reflection traces. Next the SSLR pass is done, and this determines where 
hardware accelerated ray tracing is required. The next pass is our hardware 
accelerated ray tracing and lighting that excludes particles. Particles are a special 
case that is best handled in a separate second hardware ray tracing pass. In our 
final pass we integrate the results from all the different types of reflections.

Our first reflections trace is in screen space. The screen space trace is much 
faster than the hardware accelerated ray trace in world space and is a 
fallback for when hardware ray tracing is unavailable. To optimize our screen 
space reflections, we classify tiles to determine the level of precision they 
require for our screen space reflections. For materials with high smoothness 
(like puddles or chrome) we need to use the high precision trace; but the 
other reflective surfaces can be done a more performant cone trace.

PERFORMANT 
REFLECTIVE BEAUTY: 
HYBRID RAY TRACED 
REFLECTIONS
IN FAR CRY 6

FAR CRY 6 IS A FIRST-PERSON SHOOTER SITUATED IN A FICTIONAL ISLAND, YARA. IT’S A HUMID 
TROPICAL SETTING SUPPORTED BY A BRAND NEW FULLY DYNAMIC WEATHER SYSTEM.
THE FREQUENT RAIN AND STORMS PRESENT THE PLAYER WITH A LOT OF WET, SLICK, AND 
HIGHLY REFLECTIVE SURFACES. AS WELL, THE DECADES OF ECONOMIC SANCTIONS HAVE LEFT 
YARANS WITH NO CHOICE BUT TO KEEP THEIR OLD CARS RUNNING. IT MAKES FOR A GAME 
WORLD FILLED WITH BEAUTIFUL OLD SHINY CARS THAT HAVE PROMINENT CHROME FEATURES.
RAY TRACING WAS KEY FOR ADDING THE EXTRA REALISM AND IMMERSION FOR OUR PC PLAYERS.

By Stephanie Brenham
3D Team Lead Programmer at Ubisoft Toronto

Figure 1. Reflections in Far Cry 6

→

ARTICLE P. 1/3
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For performance reason we are selective about 
where we use hardware ray tracing and our BVH 
is limited in the distance it covers. Hence, the far 
distance reflections are computed with screen space 
traces exclusively. On the other hand, for distances 
close to the player, we know that SSLR is unlikely to 
be realistic because so much of the reflection will 
come from things offscreen. In Figure 2 the green 
reflections are where we have full confidence in SSLR 
and use it exclusively. The teal is where we have our 
hybrid reflections where compare the confidence 
scores and use the trace with the highest confidence.
The darker blue is where we have no confidence in the 
screen space trace, and we exclusively use hardware 
ray traced reflections. And those other reflections? 
That’s where we have no confidence in either the 
screen space trace nor the hardware ray trace 
and we make use of environment map reflections.

“On the other hand, for 
distances close to the 
player, we know that SSLR 
is unlikely to be realistic 
because so much of 
the reflection will come 
from things offscreen.”

Calculating lighting is different when using hardware 
ray tracing then in the traditional graphics pipeline. 
In the graphics pipeline, the rasterizer provides 
the interpolated values to the pixel shaders to 
facilitate lighting. However, in the ray tracing 
pipeline the interpolation is done directly in the 
lighting shader. That’s because the lighting shader 
operates on primitives not pixels. For this reason, 
our lighting parameters are stored in the DXR 
primitives for access by the lighting shader.

The last pass is Integration where we take results 
from the neighboring pixels and weight them by 
the BRDF coefficient. For performance reasons 
this integration is split across 2 frames.

We use Temporal Accumulation to combine 
across frames and this requires reflection motion 
data. The reflection motion is used to validate 
the reflection history using the motion derivative. 
We discard incoherent reflection motion.

The image below was created without hardware 
ray tracing. Some details in the reflections in this 
image immediately catch my eye. Underneath 
the truck it’s unnaturally bright. It’s like the truck 
is floating. It’s the classic Peter Pan problem. 
As well, the building partially disappears in 
the reflection and looks very wrong.

Figure 2. Colour coded reflections showing SSLR, Hybrid, & Hardware Ray Traced Reflections

ARTICLE — PERFORMANT REFLECTIVE BEAUTY: HYBRID RAY TRACED REFLECTIONS P. 2/3

Figure 3. SSLR reflections only

→
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This is the same image but with a mask layered on to show where we use 
screen space reflections, Hybrid reflections, and hardware ray traced 
reflections. We can immediately see that hardware ray tracing fills in detail in 
the areas we noted. But we can also see that without hardware ray tracing 
the image will be missing out on additional sources of reflection details.

NOW WHEN YOU ADD TOGETHER BOTH SCREEN SPACE REFLECTIONS 
AND HARDWARE ACCELERATED RAY TRACING INTO A HYBRID RESULT 
YOU GET A RATHER PLEASING IMAGE. I WOULD GO SO FAR AS TO 
SAY IT’S A PICTURE OF PERFORMANT REFLECTIVE BEAUTY. 

Figure 4. Reflection mask showing SSLR, Hybrid, and Hardware Accelerated Ray Tracing

Figure 5. Performant Reflective Beauty

ARTICLE — PERFORMANT REFLECTIVE BEAUTY: HYBRID RAY TRACED REFLECTIONS P. 3/3
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GIVE LIFE TO
FAR CRY 6’S 
LIGHT
THERE IS A SAYING IN THE LIGHTING ARTISTS COMMUNITY: 
THE WORK YOU PUT ON A GAME IS DONE WELL IF 
PLAYERS DON’T NOTICE IT WHEN THEY PLAY.

Through the experience of Taeha Park, Team Lead Artist at Ubisoft 
Toronto, have an insider look in the making of the sun, the moon, 
and all artificial lights of Yara, the fictional island of the game.

From artistic ambition to procedural tools and technical 
needs, discover how sunsets and flickering lights were 
made in the latest Ubisoft AAA open-world game.

VIDEO
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CmgU0z2YyoI


Learn more on
Ubisoft.com/technology

https://www.ubisoft.com/technology
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